Tuesday 18 May

Keynote: CIOs Hold the Key to Unlocking Digital Value  Don Scheibenreif

Keynote: Cross the Threshold Towards Execution: Overcome Your Digital Complex  Frank Ridder

Guest Keynote  Dr. Stephan Fingerling

Living on the Edge — Updating IT Strategy for the Digital Age  Tomas Nielsen

Changing the Wheels on a Moving Bus: Making Bimodal Work in Manufacturing Operations  Simon Jacobson

Key Trends in Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning  Dr. Alexander Linden

Digital Ethics: How to Get It Right  Frank Buytendijk

Data Security Survival Guide  Joerg Fritsch

Driving Cost Optimization Results: Methods, Frameworks and Transparency  Kurt Potter

Top 12 Emerging Digital Workplace Technologies to Transform Your Business  Hanns Köhler-Krüner

Moving to SaaS? Time to step up your Quality Assurance!  Joachim Herrschmann

Panel Discussion: Internet of Moving Things  Martin Birkner and Bettina Tratz-Ryan

Workshops/Roundtables

Roundtable: Was sind die wichtigsten Erfolgsfaktoren für die digitale Transformation?  Martin Hölscher und Dr. Peter Nattermann

Workshop: Create a Digital Ambition Meeting to Start Your Digital Transformation Initiative  Don Scheibenreif

Workshop: Ranking Benefits and Obstacles for Operational Technology Alignment  Kristian Steenstrup

Roundtable: Was können wir von den „born digital companies“ lernen, um im digitalen Wettlauf aufzuholen?  Dr. Ingo Brüning

Roundtable: Agilität und Innovationen mit einer bimodalen IT ankurbeln  Mauro Santona

Ask the Analyst: Mobility Platforms Explained  Martin Birkner

Panel Discussion

The automotive industry is facing disruption with the rise of digital technology that offers multimodal mobility options, together with a new user experience of autonomous driving. Data analytics and artificial intelligence support new service models in industries and smart cities. This panel will discuss the changes in vehicle ownership and mobility-as-a-service in the light of consumer and business transportation requirements and experiences. We will examine future horizontal technological capabilities in the automotive industry to meet those challenges and the role of OEM ecosystems.
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Friday 19 May

Guest Keynote  Prof. Dr. Gunter Dueck
The CEO Perspective 2017: How CIOs Should Respond  Mark Raskino
Telling the Financial Story of Digital Business  Kurt Potter
Equipment Analytics — Trust and Ethics When It Comes to Equipment and Machines  Kristian Steenstrup
Accelerate Your Industrie 4.0 Initiative Through Engagement in IoT Consortia  Alexander Höppe
Improving the Total Experience of Ownership is a CIO Imperative  Andy Kyte
Privacy Pressures: Attack the GDPR Before It Attacks You!  Bart Willemsen
The Ten Ugly Truths of Postmodern ERP  Christian Hestermann
To Innovate or Not to Innovate — Best Practices of Innovation Leaders in Financial Services  Jürgen Weiss
Ten Practical Lessons CIOs Can Learn From Real Venture Capitalists  Erik van Ommeren

Keynote: Connected! An Exploration of How to Live and Work in the Digital Society  Frank Buytendijk

Workshops/Roundtables

Roundtable: Driving Business Success with a Digital Workplace  Hanns Köhler-Krüner
Workshop: Digital Government: How to Leverage Open Data in the Public Sector  Bettina Tratz-Ryan
Roundtable: IT-Kosten optimieren und dadurch Budgets für die Digitalisierung freisetzen  Alexander Hohnjec
Ask the Analyst: Do Profiles, Personas and Your Fridge Have Privacy Too?  Bart Willemsen
Ask the Analyst: Machine Learning: Organizational and Technical Best Practices  Dr. Alexander Linden
Workshop: Industrie 4.0: Planung und Management einer erfolgreichen Initiative  Axel Jacobs
Roundtable: Accelerating Digital Capabilities  Joeri Verplancke

Agenda Key
Each Gartner session has been identified with icons to help you locate the sessions that give you the most value.

- Session in German
- CIO only

Industries
- Government and Public Sector
- Manufacturing
- Financial Services

Virtual Tracks
- Industrie 4.0
- Digital Security and Privacy
- Digital Skills
- Mittelstand
- Cost Optimization

CIO Experience Program
If you meet the eligibility criteria, you will be entitled to the following deliverables:
- CIO only workshops
- Specific CIO networking opportunities
- Early access to pre-register for Gartner analyst one-on-one meetings, workshops, roundtables

Please note: Please apply to participate in the CIO Experience when you register for this Summit.